
Product Manager
Full time

Ready to be a changemaker?

● Do you want to improve the quality of life for thousands of people each day?
● Do you have a passion for identifying and solving customer problems?
● Do you want to help shape product strategy in a fast-growing global company?
● Do you want to have flexibility in the way you work?

Then, we have a great opportunity for you.

Who you are:

● Experience building and growing SaaS products from ideation all the way through to
go-to-market.

● Strong communication skills that can focus team members across engineering,
marketing, and design to achieve successful team outcomes. This includes the
ability to relay complex concepts simply to ensure goals and benefits are clear.

● Results driven; you have a firm focus on user value with a pragmatic attitude to
incorporating commercial goals as part of each product release.

● Proven ability to lead delivery teams - drive the day-to-day delivery process,
including clearing blockers, and ensuring backlog items are prioritised, developed
and released on time.

● Demonstrated acumen for synthesising market and customer insights into winning
product visions and concepts.

● Continuous improvement mentality in all aspects; including product processes,
ceremonies, and personal development.

● Great with data (both qualitative and quantitative) and loves turning insights into
actions that drive conversion, engagement, and usage.

You may also have:

● Experience of leveraging big data and machine learning capabilities.
● Exposure to medical, science or academic industries.

About Covidence:

● We are a fast growing, young tech company with global ambitions. We are building a

team to take us to the next level of growth.



● Covidence wants to change the way the world creates and uses knowledge. We

believe that key decision makers equipped with current, accurate and comprehensive

evidence can dramatically improve lives.

● Our big idea is to reduce the time it takes to get these insights from researchers to

decision makers from years to weeks.

● Our SaaS product called "Covidence" enables health and science research teams to

rapidly synthesise and uncover actionable insights from the mountains of existing

research in the world.

● For example, the Australian Stroke Foundation is using Covidence to prevent severe

disability or death in over 500 people a year.

● Our technology is also assisting the Covid-19 pandemic response enabling top

Australian researchers and medical experts to provide "living guidelines" updated

weekly based on the latest global evidence.

● We already have over 170,000+ users, growing at 60%+ year on year and our

growing list of 200+ customers include some of the world's most prestigious

institutions, including World Health Organisation, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Mayo

Clinic, John Hopkins, Oxford, Cambridge, UCL, Monash, Sydney, to name a few.

And we are only warming up....

Next steps

Kudos to you for reading to the end of this job post. If working with us as a Product
Manager sounds like your thing then go ahead and submit your application at
careers@covidence.org

You’ll need to include a current CV along with a letter of application that explains why you
are interested and why you are the best person for the job. Good luck!

*We are only accepting applications from candidates who have the right to work in
Australia, at this stage.
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